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1. Introduction
An important question in the study of reaction-diffusion systems is the
identification of all steady states and the classification of their stability. In
this note, we give a contribution to this question for a class of systems with two
diffusing and reacting components.
(1.1) 9(M,.-4.Δw,. = /,(«,, M2) (i = 1, 2)
in some cylindrical time-space domain Ωx(0, oo)dIlN+ly together with zero
Neumann boundary data on the lateral boundary 9Ωx(0, oo) and suitable
initial data on Ω X {0} . Then all equilibria of the associated system of ordi-
nary differential equations
(1.2) A=/,-(^,J2) (i=l, 2)
are also spatially constant steady states of (1.1). Consider now the special case
(1.3) £(!*!, U2) = tφfo— ΛfiMi- -Λί^)
with α,; >0 for all i,j . In this case, it turns out that the unique positive equi-
librium of (1.2) (if it exists) is globally asymptotically stable for (1.1) if and only
if it is so for (1.2). This will be the case if and only if
a\\
see [12] for a detailed study and for results on other possible combinations of
coefficients.
r) /
Note that in this case -^-^r^O for / φ/; such a vector field is called competi-
tive. On the other hand, it was shown in [11] that for competitive vector
* Supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation and by the Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft (SFB 256).
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field with two zeroes that are asymptotically stable for (1.2), non-constant stable
steady states of (1.1) can exist, if the domain Ω and the diffusion coefficients
dι, d2 are chosen appropriately. This "pattern formation" phenomenon cannot
occur if Ω is convex ([8]) or if the diffusion coefficients are large ([2]).
The purpose of this note is a study of a certain borderline case in which the
zero set Z of the vector field / in the first quadrant
(1.5) Z = {fa, u2) Iu l 9 u2>0, y fa, u2) = 0 for i = 1, 2}
is a continuum. An example is the vector field (1.3) with all inequalities in
(1.4) replaced by equality. In this case, the zero set Z consists of the coordinate
axes and a straight line that divides the positive quadrant R2+ = [Oy oo) X [0, oo)
into two components, one of which is bounded, and all these zeroes are stable
equilibira of (1.2).
We shall discuss two possible generalizations oί this example and give suf-
ficient conditions that imply that every solution of (1.1) converges to a unique
spatially constant solution with values in Z. Our first result uses the maximum
principle and is given in section 2; our second result uses Lyapunov functions
and is given in section 3. It will turn out that the vector field / does not have
to be competitive for either generalization, but the competitive case is included
in both results. In section 4, we discuss the stability of these steady states and
give comments on extensions to systems with more than two components and on
relations to recent work on order preserving semiflows. For other results on the
asymptotic behavior of solutions of reaction-diffusion systems, the reader is
referred to the bibliographies in [4], [10], [18], [19]. For some related work on
predator-prey systems of the form (1.1) with vector fields of the form (1.3), see
[15]. For other uses of Lyapunov techniques in the study of parabolic systems,
see e.g. [1] and [14].
To conclude this introduction, we list the main assumptions and give a basic
existence and uniqueness result that serves as the framework of what follows.
The set Ωc:RN is an open and bounded domain with C2+*-boundary 3Ω and
unit exterior normal vector field n. The constants d{ are positive; after rescal-
ing, we may assume that d1=ί and d2=d>0. Problem (1.1) is considered
together with zero Neumann boundary conditions
(1.6) 8Λ = 0 (1=1,2)
on the lateral boundary 9ΩX (0, oo) and initial conditions
(1.7) «,( ,0) = «? (i=l,2)
on Ω. The initial data are always assumed to be non-negative and not identi-
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cally zero. The vector field/: R\-*R\ is of class C1. The zero set Z is assum-
ed to be of the form Z=({0} χ(0, <χ>)) u ((0, oo)χ {0}) \jZ
λ
 with
(1.8) Z, = {(uly z/2)K->0, fifauj - 0 (/= 1,2)}.
We also assume that there exists a number M>0 such that fi(u
ί9 u2)<0 if ι/ι>
Mor u2>M.
Lemma 1. For (u°,U2)^L°°(Ω,R2+) there exists a unique solution u=
n( ιί): Πχ[0, °o)-*Rl of (1.1), (1.6), (1.7) /or wλύft 9 .^^  and Qtu are
Holder continuous on Ωχ(Q, oo). Let u( , t\ UQ) denote the restriction of u( u°)
to Ωx {t}, then [0, oo)e £->«(-, ί; z/°) w # continuous curve in LP(Ω, R2) for any
p<oo. The components u{ are strictly positive on Πχ(0, oo) and essentially uni-
formly bounded on this set.
Sketch of proof. Choose p>n and consider (1.1), (1.6), (1.7) as an abstract
semilinear evolution equation in the Banach space X=LP(Ω, R2), after continu-
ing the vector field / on all R2 in a C ^ fashion. By standard arguments (see
[6]), the problem has a unique local mild solution which is Holder continuous for
positive times. Applying the regularity thoery for parabolic equations again,
it follows that also the time derivative and all second spatial derivatives of the
solution are Holder continuous up to the boundary of Ω for all positive times (see
[9]). The positivity of both components follows from the strong maximum prin-
ple (see [3]). Using a large invariant rectangle, a uniform bound for the solu-
tion components can be given which implies global existence of the solution
(see [19]). Q.E.D.
2. Convergence to Constant Equilibria I
In this section, we discuss (1.1), (1 6), (1.7) under the following assumption:
There exist /3>0 and γ: [0, /3]— *[0, oo), continuous, strictly decreasing,
with Ύ(β)=0, such that the set Zl is given by
(2.1) Z, = {(uly u2}\u^ u2>0, 0<Ul<β, u2 -
Both /• are negative on {(uι,u2)\ui>0, w2>T(wι)} and positive on the comple-
ment of this set in the first quadrant.
We still assume throughout that both components of the initial data u° are
non-negative and not identically zero.
Theorem 2.1. // (2.1) holds, then every solution u( u°) of (1.1), (1.6), (1.7)
converges to some spatially constant vector (ρl} ρ2) as t->ooy uniformly on Π, to-
gether with its first and second spatial derivatives. Here either pι=0 and p2'>fγ(ϋ)9
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or 0<pi</3 and p2=β(pι), or pι>β and p2=0.
Proof. Define the usual ω-limit set
ω(uQ) = {φeL>(Ω, R2)\ ι/( , tk\ uQ)-*φ in Lp as tk-+°° for some sequence tk}.
Then ω(w°) is a compact non-empty subset of C2(Π) and independent of p, and
the convergence is actually in C2(Ω) (see [16]). We must show that ω(u°) is a
singleton with two constant components. Thus let v=(vl9 v2)^ω(u°) and set
Case 1 : α>γ(0). We claim that in this case ω(ιf)= -fr*} = {(0, a)} on Π. To
show this claim, suppose first that v2 is not identically equal to a. By the strong
maximum principle, the second component of u( v*) is strictly less than a for
all positive t. Since «(• v*)^ω(u°) for all £, the solution w( , t\ UQ) must there-
fore have its range in some rectangle [0, MJ X [0, a— 6] for some positive 6 and
for some positive t. Such a rectangle is invariant, if Ml is large, and therefore
ΐ;*$ω(w°), contradicting the assumption. Thus v2= a. The same argument
shows that v1=0. It remains to show that v* is the only element of ω(z/°). To
see this, Ietw*=(wl9w2)&ω(u°), and set a=maxw2. Then a=a, since other-
wise an invariant rectangle could be found that contains one of the two solutions
but not the other. By the previous argument, w*=(0, ά)=v*, which proves
everything in this case.
Case 2: δ>/3. In this case, v*=(S, 0) and ω(u°) = {v*}. The proof is as in
case 1.
Case 3: 0<α<γ(0), 0<δ</3. This is the remaining case. Let [A,B]x
[Cy D] be the smallest rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and
corners (Ay D) and (JB, C) on the graph of γ that still contains the range of v*.
Then 8<B<β and α<Z)^7(0). All such rectangles are invariant. If this
rectangle were not a single point, then by the strong maximum principle the
function M( , t\ v*) would have its range in a strictly smaller rectangle with the
same properties, as soon as £>0. Again, this implies that v*&ω(u°). Thus all
elements of ω(uQ) must be constants on the graph of 7. Let v* and w* be two
such elements of ω(u°). If they were not the same, then one could find a small
invariant rectangle about v* that does not contain «;*. Thus ω(u°) must reduce
to a single such point. This proves the theorem completely. Q.E.D.
REMARK 1. In the above result, it cannot be excluded that the limit (ply
p2) lies on one of the coordinate axes. An example is given by a vector field
that has the form
(2.2) /,(«!, u2) = -Ul(u1+u2- 1)
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for i=l,2, near the point P=(0, 1). For solutions of (1.2) with initial data
(MI, u2) in a neighborhood of P, ul—u2 remains constant along solutions, and thus
the limit will be (p!,p2)=(0, «?-«?) if u»2>ul+l and (Pl,p2)=(l=ί-, !i±), ,=
«2— «ϊ, if u2<Uι + l. Obviously, solutions of (1.2) can be viewed as solutions of
(1.1), (1.6), (1.7).
REMARK 2. A crucial assumption in the arguments above is that 7 is
strictly decreasing. More precisely, it was used to establish that in case 3, ω(uQ)
contains only one element. All other arguments are still valid if 7 is only non-
increasing; in particular, all elements of ω(uQ) must still be componentwise con-
stants with their range on the graph of 7. We suspect that the general result
is still true in this case, but we can only prove it under additional assumptions such
as
(2.3)
By the implicit function theorem, 7 is a C2-curve in this situation, and writing
Qf.
fij—~^ — > we must have fii+7'fi2=Q on Zλ. Note that necessarily /22<0 on Z±
due to (2.1) and (2.3). Suppose now that only γ'<0. To show that ω(u°) is a
singleton, we first can exclude the possibility that ω(u°) contains an element v*=
(VH v2)=(vly Ύ(VI)) with γ'(ϋι)<0, since in that case arbitrarily small invariant
rectangles about v* can again be found. Since ω(uQ) is a continuum, it must
therefore have the form ω(u°)=[vlίw1]χ {7(^1)}, with 7' vanishing on [vly wλ],
We now refer to the results in [5], in particular to the proof of Theorem 3.4 in
that paper, which implies that ω(u°) will be a singleton if the spectrum of the
linearization of (1.1), (1-6), (1.7) at each equilibrium point contains 0 as an alge-
braic simple eigenvalue and if the remainder of the spectrum is bounded away
from the imaginary axis. By the above arguments, we only have to show this at
points (^ι,7(^ι))^^ι for which 7'(z;1)=0. Let ^1=0</^2<^3<- be the se-
quence of eigenvalues of — Δ with zero Neumann boundary values, then the
linearization of (1.1), (1.6), (1.7) about any such point on Zl has the spectrum
(2,.4) σ = {#eC|#= — μf or ^ = —dμι+f22(vlyrγ(v1)) for some **>()}
as a computation shows. The required condition on the spectrum therefore
holds in this situation, and ω(u°) must be a singleton.
3. Convergence to Constant Equilibria. II
In this section, we present a convergence result for systems of the form
(1.1) that have a zero set Z± wtith a more complicated structure. We assume in
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this section that
(3.1) /,(«!, u2) = hfaϊgfa, u2) (i = 1, 2, z/,>
The functions λt and g are assumed to be continuously differentiable, and
(3.2) /*, (0) = 0, /
We assume further that there exist continuous functions kl9 kz: [0, oo)— >/£ such
that
(3.3) Z, = {fa, u2) I ιι, >0, k^+k&t) = 0} .
The following additional asumptions have to hold :
(3.4) g(ulyu2)(k1(u1)+k2(u2))<0 (w,.>0), with equality only if g(u1>u2)=0.
(3.5) £,.(0)<0 (i=l,2), Λ1(v1)+A2(va)>0 for large ,^ z;2 .
(3.6) The functions # -> -iW_ are non-decreasing on (0, oo).
/*,.(#)
(3.7) Each Λ, has exactly one zero.
Let /C(0, oo ) be any open interval and x: /-^(O, oo) be a solution of the ordi-
nary differential equation h1(s)x(s)=h2(x(s)) on /, then
(3.8) {s e/ 1 k^+k^s)) = 0} has empty interior.
A few remarks are in order.
1. The functions &, need not be differentiable.
2. In general, the functions k{ are not uniquely defined. Clearly, both k{
can be modified for large arguments. Also, one can replace, e.g.* A( ) by
&ι( )+δ and k2( ) by k2( )—S, as long as (3.6) still holds. Thus condition
(3.7) is not too restrictive.
3. Consitions (3.4) and (3.5) imply that£ is positive near the origin and nega-
tive for large arguments, in agreement with the general assumptions in
section 1.
4. Suppose now that the h{ are linear functions, hι(z)=z and h2(g)=az and
that Z
x
 is the graph of a function 7 as in the previous section which we assume
to be continuously differentiable. We want to choose
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and k2(v)=v—S for some suitable £. Then (3.6) and (3.7) will hold for
all small £ if γ'(/3)<0 and γ(#)-#γ'(*)>0 on [0,/3]. In this case, (3.8)
holds if every parabola of the form u2=Cu* with C>0 intersects Z1 only
at isolated points. However, for linear h{, Zl need not be graph; for in-
stance it can be the intersection of the boundary of any disk containing the
origin with the first quadrant.
5. Using nonlinear functions hi9 it is not hard to construct examples in which
Z1 has more than one connected component.
6. The transversality condition (3.8) is a weak form of requiring that every
equilibrium of the system (1.2) with the right hand side (3.1) has a one-
dimensional center manifold.
As before we discuss (1.1), (1.6), (1.7) for non-negative initial data u°
for which neither component vanishes identically.
Theorem 3.1. // (3.1)-(3.8) hold, then for any tt°<ΞL°°(Ω, R2,) the solution
of (1.1) (1.6), (1.7) satisfies
(3.9) «(• f;*0)-(Pl,p2)
as t->oo, uniformly in Π together with its first and second derivatives. Here pi
and p2 are positive constants andg(ρlf ρ2)=Q.
Proof. We define the ω-limit set ω(u°) as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and
must show that it is a singleton with two constant components (p^
Set
for HI, «2>0. Then Vv is continuously differentiable, FΌ-* +°o if ^ j 0 or
M2 0 (due to (3.2), (3.5)), and
VF0(Ml,«2) •
for all «, >0, with equality only if g(uly M2)=0. We then define
for any continuous function φ: Ω-»(0, oo)2. We want to use V as a Lyapunov
functional for solutions of (1.1), (1.6), (1.7). To do this, we compute for
writing w( , t\ uQ)=(ul9 u2):
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—dt
If — ^ - and — are smooth, then the first two integrals are non-positive, as an
AI "2
integration by parts shows. An approximation argument implies that this is also
the case if these functions are only continuous and non-decreasing. The last in-
tegral is negative, unless (ul9 u2) has all its values in the zero set Zλ. Thus V
never increases along orbits with initial data «°. In particular, V(v*)<oo for
any v*^ω(u°), and thus v* cannot have an identically vanishing component. By
the results in [17], V is constant on ω(u°), and this set is invariant under the
solution flow of (1.1), (1.6), (1.7). This implies that
W0(vl9 v2) f(vl9 v2) = 0 on Π
for any v*=(vl9 v2)^ω(u°). Thus any function in ω(uQ) must have values on
ZΊ The backwards invariance of ω(u°) now implies that such functions must
be constants which cannot be zero.
It remains to show that ω(uQ) is a singleton. Thus let v*=(vl9 v2) and «;*=
(wly w2) be two different elements of ω(u°). Without loss of generality, V!<w2.
Then there exists a continuum of points (ξ, ζ)^ω(uQ) that connects v* to w*.
Since V is constant on ω(w°), this implies that
(3.10) \^dr+\ζ>Άdr==const.Ji k(r) Ji h2(r)
and
(3.11) *ι(5)+*2(C) = 0
for v2<ζ<w2 and the corresponding ξ. Without loss of generality, k2(ζ)ΦQ for
v2<ζ<w2. Then the solution set of (3.10) is locally the graph of a (^-function
p, and we obtain the differential equation
Π 12Ϊ +flΎn — 0( } +p (ξ)
 ~~
on some ^-interval. Using (3.11), it follows that
(3.13) h
on some ^-interval and that the solution p of this differential equation lies en-
tirely in Zlu This contradicts assumption (3.8). Therefore ω(u°) must be a sin-
gleton, and the theorem is completely proved. Q.E.D
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There is a systematic way to get the function V0: Choose a (^-function
% that has the same sign behavior as — g and solve the first order partial dif-
ferential equation
(3.14) J L . ^ + L . ^ = % .
dUi du2
If for such a solution the matrix
(3.15) diag(l,d).V2F2
is positive semidefinite, then V0 can serve as a Lyapunov functional. In the
argument above, we took both % and VQ as sums of functions of uλ and u2 alone.
In the special linear case h1(u1)=ulyh2(u2)=au2 with α>0, the general solution
of (3.14) is given by
(3.16) κ^^-
where φ is an arbitrary C^-function. It would be interesting to have more
general conditions on φ and % that imply that the matrix in (3.15) is positive
semidefinite.
4. Additional Remarks
1. The results in section 2 remain true if the operator diag(— Δ, — rfΔ) is replac-
ed by any diagonal second order elliptic operator that allows the use of the maxi-
mum principle. The results in section 3 remain true if this operator is replac-
ed by a diagonal elliptic operator of divergence form.
2. The techniques of section 3 permit an obvious extension to systems with
M>2 components and coupling terms
The zero set of g should be given in the form
Z, = {u>Q I g(u) = 0} = {« I Σ *,(«,) = 0} ,
M
2
1 =
and conditions (3.4)-(3.8) have to be generalized accordingly. It is not clear
how the results of section 2 can be generalized to the case of M>2 components.
The principal difficulty is that such a system will have very few invariant sets,
if all diffusion coefficients are different and the coupling terms have a common
zero set Z
γ
 that is, say, an (M—1)-dimensional hypersurface. We note that
indeed few general results are known for competitive systems with more than two
species, even in the absence of diffusion.
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3. Although we showed that ω(u°) is a subset of Zl and a singleton, not all
points on Z± will be stable. Unstable points on Z
λ
 can occur in particular in the
situation of section 3, if Z± is locally a graph and g is negative below and positive
above Z±. Such a behavior is possible, if Zl is globally not a graph. On the
other hand, if Zl is locally a decreasing graph andg is negative above and positive
below Zly then all points on this portion of Zλ are stable for (1.1), (1.6), (1.7), as
was shown implicitly in section 2. A more subtle problem occurs if Z
λ
 is local-
ly an increasing graph and g is locally positive below and negative above this seg-
ment of ZΊ Such a segment will again be unstable if the slope of Zl is larger
than the slope of the characteristics of the vector field / (given in (3.8)). In
the opposite case, it can be shown to be stable under suitable restrictions on the
diffusion coefficient </, using the arguments in [5],
4. As indicated in section 1, there is some overlap between the class of com-
petitive vector fields and the classes that are considered in section 2 and 3. In
particular, if a competitive vector field / has the property that/! and/2 vanish on
the same set Z which is in addition the graph of a function γ, then γ must be
non-increasing, and the results of section 2 (possibly modified by the remarks
after the proof of the main result) imply that ω(u°) is a singleton for all initial
data tΛ On the other hand, it is well-known that competitive vector fields
together with diffusion generate strongly orderpreserving semiflows which will
converge for "almost all" u° to some equilibrium; see [7], [13], [20], [21], [22].
Thus the question arises whether there are general properties for semiflows
(not necessarily the property of preserving order) that could extend the results
of section 2 and 3.
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